
Personal Medicine Worksheet

What is the theory behind this Personal Medicine Worksheet?

"Personal Medicine" is a term used for activities in which people engage to feel better and
improve their level of "wellness." Psychiatric medications can't completely solve our problems
with mental illness. Although medications can assist us in achieving our goals, we also need to
be active. A recent study found that promoting resilience through self-care can help manage
stress-related noncommunicable diseases. This approach emphasises the connection between
the mind and the body.

How will the worksheet help?

Personal medicine is what we perform, while psychiatric medicine is what we take. They
collaborate to support us as we overcome our issues with mental health. This worksheet will
help clients in discovering their personal medicines and recognizing when to utilise these
medicines to feel better.

How to use the worksheet?

The therapists can use this worksheet during sessions to make clients able to discover their
personal medicine. Clients can also use this as a self help guide to work on their personal
medicine to be active and feel better.
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Personal Medicine Worksheet

As psychiatric medicines, Personal medicines also have a key ingredeint that makes personal
medicine work for you. Fill out the table given below by writing your personal medicine and what
is the key ingredient of that medicine.

Some examples of Personal medication. Please note these are just for reference you can add
other than these activities too in your personal medication list.

🟢Regular exercise                                        🟢 creating art or poetry
🟢regular fun activities                                   🟢daily journaling are all good ideas
🟢daily meditation                                          🟢 creating art or poetry
🟢cooking for family and friends                    🟢 limiting caffeine and nicotine
🟢Calling a friend                                           🟢 spending time with family or friends
🟢going fishing on Sundays                           🟢using affirmations
🟢providing for my family                               🟢 going to shopping
🟢practising self-compassion                         🟢reading a book

Personal Medication (activities that make
you feel better and improve your
well-being)

Key Ingredient (How this activity work for
you)

● Daily walk ● Improves my mood and helps me in
remaining physically active.

● ●

● ●

● ●

● ●

● ●

● ●
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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